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Tree Horror Stories w/ Susan Sims
October’s meeting was hosted at the incomparable
Sims Tree Learning Center in Jurupa Valley. Susan Sims shared with us some of her favorite
“Tree Horror Stories” from her career. The topics
covered included The Root of All Evil, Split Personalities, Man and Other Monsters, Tree Trimmers Gone Wild,
and Diseases and
Insects.

December 15, 2016
Scholarship/Officer Installation
Kellogg West, Cal Poly Pomona
Pomona, CA

2016/17 Meeting Schedule

Feb 9

Annual Scholarship & Officer Installation
WTMS Winter Program

-Diseases and Insects-(photo 3)The
last set of slides
included nutritional
deficiencies, decay,
fungus, and crown
gall. Pests such as
borers and moths
were included here
as well, with the
Photo 4
PSHB being
passed around so we could see how tiny these
devastating creatures are.

-The Root of All
Evil- (photo 1)We
saw slides illustrating the dangers
of circling and
girdling roots,
Photo 2
from the early
stages to advanced.
Roots can cause
terror in other
ways, too, such as
Photo 1
breaking and entering in to your home, wreaking all sorts of havoc
in foundations, walls, floors and plumbing, to
name just a few.

NEXT MEETING

Dec 15

proper tree-care
knowledge in our
Tree Trimmers, we
lose.

Kellogg West
Pomona, CA
Huntington Gardens
San Marino, CA

Interested in hosting a program in your community? We are interested in hearing from you!
Contact heather@streettreeseminar.com

After the presentation, those who chose to stay
were treated to a tour of the property, with Susan
herself leading the tour. We saw her collection of
trees of all types, including many trees of different types. There are dozens of fruit trees here on
site, and we were lucky to be treated to some tasting as well, enjoying a juju-bee and a vanilla bean
pod amongst our group. Thank you to Susan Sims
and the entire Sims team for hosting us- another
great meeting! For more information on the Sims
Learning Center, go to www.simstlc.com .

-Split Personalities- (photo 2)In this category, we
saw trees damaged by their physical environment,
such as a pine tree in a parking lot that may have
been hit by cars parking, trees with crotch rot, and
trees with hollow spots.
Photo 3

-Man and Other Monsters- These slides covered
trees relegated to be cared for not by tree professionals, installation mistakes, careless mistakes such as neglecting to remove
chains or ropes from growing trees, fire and arson, and even trees
purposely poisoned by neighbors for view.
-Tree Trimmers Gone Wild- (photo 4)Here we had the predictable, but disappointing slides covering things like topping of trees,
and trees not given the proper growing space or conditions. Proper care of your trees ensures that they will live long and healthy
lives, and contribute maximum benefits back to us. Without the

Save the Date!
MISSION STATEMENT
“To promote the advancement of urban forestry and provide a forum for tree care professionals to share their experiences,
knowledge, and expertise for the benefit of the membership and the enhancement of Southern California’s community forests.”
VISION STATEMENT
“To enhance the health and beauty of Southern California cities by improving the quality of our community forests.”

Remember to email Ann Hope at ann@mauget.com with your reservation

February 9, 2017
WTMS Winter 2017
The Huntington Library & Gardens
San Marino, CA

CEUs will be available
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Fire and Bark Beetle Outbreaks: What’s the Link?
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Do severe wildfires make forests in the
western United States more susceptible to
future bark beetle outbreaks?
The answer, in a study
published in
the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, is no. By leading to
variability in the density
and size of trees that grow
during recovery, large
fires reduce the future
vulnerability of forests to
bark beetle attacks and
broad-scale outbreaks.
"Fire creates a
very heterogeneous landscape," says study coauthor Kenneth Raffa,
professor of entomology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. "Beetles can only reproduce in an
individual tree once, so they take advantage of this
patch of trees and that patch of trees as they become available, but when the number and size of
trees vary a lot, it's hard for a large outbreak to develop."
Bark beetles attack trees in order to reproduce, and outbreaks occur primarily in forests in
which the beetle's host trees are large and abundant. It can take decades for young, post-fire trees
to reach the size they prefer. But the researchers,
including UW-Madison Professor of Zoology Monica
Turner, surmised that if large numbers of suitable
trees became available at the same time, post-fire
forests could become more susceptible to outbreaks.
However, the researchers also considered
another possibility: If forests regenerate as mosaics
of suitable trees on the landscape (based on size
and density), though individual trees may come under attack by bark beetles, this variability might also
protect the forest from broad-scale outbreaks.
The study team also includes lead author
Rupert Seidl of the University of Natural Resources
and Life Sciences in Vienna (who spent his sabbatical at UW-Madison in 2015) and Daniel Donato at
the Washington State Department of Natural Resources, a former postdoctoral researcher in
Turner's lab.
To test their questions, the team used longterm data from large and severe fires that burned 36
percent of Yellowstone National Park in 1988.
"The Yellowstone Fires are often considered to have ushered in the new era of fire activity
in the west," Turner says, and she, her students and
her colleagues have studied the recovery of those
forests ever since.
With the data they simulated 130 years of
growth following the Yellowstone Fires using a com-

puter model calibrated to the study area and used
by forest and land managers around the U.S., called
the Forest Vegetation Simulator.
"We use models because trees grow slowly, from a human perspective, and we won't be
able to observe these
changes over 100 years,"
Turner says.
They measured
how susceptible the forests would be to bark
beetle outbreaks each
year following fire based
on the characteristics of
the dominant tree species
in Greater Yellowstone:
lodgepole pine and Douglas fir. They compared
this to the susceptibility to
outbreak assuming the
forests regenerated homogenously -- in other
words, if tree density and size did not vary.
For lodgepole pine, the model showed it
would take 79 years for the first post-fire stands to
become highly susceptible to bark beetle outbreaks,
and 115 years for half of the stands to reach vulnerability. By 130 years, 89 percent of the stands would
be at risk of an outbreak.
For Douglas fir, the first stand became vulnerable to bark beetle outbreak after 99 years following the start of post-fire regeneration, according
to the model. At 130 years, still just half of the
stands were susceptible.
"This variation persists over 130 years,"
Turner says. "In contrast, the homogenous stands
become vulnerable early and at the same time."
The researchers documented enormous variability
in the tree density, size and growth rates among
areas that burned in 1988.
Turner and Raffa say land and forest managers may want to consider promoting and maintaining this natural variability to help protect forests
from bark beetle outbreaks. When large numbers of
trees are relatively uniform on the landscape, a sudden or even a chronic stress such as old age can
make a sizeable forest resource available to beetle
populations all at once.
Following fire, managers sometimes thin
recovering forests, which can encourage growth of
large trees and can even decrease the susceptibility
of particular stands to beetle attacks. However, Raffa and Turner say that thinning employed uniformly
over large areas might inadvertently increase the
risk of outbreak if trees become susceptible all at
once. Dense "dog-hair" stands (so-called because
of the large number of short trees growing closely
together, like the fur of a dog) are not usually valued, but they may play an important ecological role
not previously recognized, Turner adds.
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Notes from our October 2016 Meeting
Our October 2016 meeting was held at the Sims
Tree Learning Center in Jurupa Valley.
Past Presidents in attendance were: Al Remyn,
Kevin Holman and John Conway
Prizes were donated by: Ann Hope & RPW
Raffle Winners: Al Remyn, David Smith and
Heather Crippen

Next Meeting: December 15, 2016
Join us at the Kellogg West on the Cal Poly Pomona Campus as we celebrate and honor our 2016 Scholarship recipients and install our 2017 Board of Directors.
Kellogg West @ Cal Poly Pomona
3801 W. Temple Avenue
Pomona, CA

Visit our website for more information or to register
www.streettreeseminar.com

Municipal Forestry Institute Scholarship Opportunities
Thanks to a grant from the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and the USDA Forest
Service, SMA is offering scholarships to the Municipal Forestry Institute (MFI) at Lake Arrowhead, CA
February 19-24, 2017.
Applicants must meet the following criteria:
1. Be a resident of, and employed in, the state of California, AND,
2. Demonstrate need for financial attendance in order to attend MFI.
Scholarships of $1000 each will be awarded based on
job position, geographic area represented, and date of
application. When applying for MFI, please indicate you
are applying for a scholarship if you meet these criteria.
Application deadline is Dec 15, 2016.
Information about MFI may be found at: www.urban-forestry.com.
Questions should be emailed to: urbanforestry@prodigy.net

Fire & Bark Beetle Cont’d
In the American west, beetles and their well-adapted
host trees are locked in an ever-changing arms race. Bark
beetles attack a tree and the tree exudes a resin to thwart
the beetle. Beetles use chemical pheromones to call in other
beetles as reinforcements when they've found a good tree,
but the tree subsequently changes its chemical composition
to make itself less attractive and more toxic, killing some of
its own tissue in the process.
"The tree launches a scorched-earth defense
against the beetle, but the beetle converts the tree's toxins
into attractants, like an early version of jiujitsu," says Raffa.
Trees that are stressed -- through drought, age, defoliation
and more -- are at increased risk of attack by bark beetles,
and subsequently, death. As the climate has warmed, western forests have suffered both an increase in stress and increased beetle overwintering survival, which gives advantage to the bark beetles. The forests have also experienced more frequent and severe fires.

"Climate change is creating more opportunity for
beetles," Turner says. "Because temperatures are warmer,
the beetles don't die off in the winter, and beetles are able to
expand their range, impacting trees that are less welladapted to defending themselves from attack."
For instance, Raffa says bark beetles have "breached a historical barrier," showing up in typically cooler places like Alberta, Canada. "The boreal forest now provides a connection
between the mountain pine beetle and Midwestern forests for
the first time, and no one knows how quickly the beetle will
advance or how big a problem it will be," he says.
Native bark beetles can present problems in Wisconsin, too. Raffa works with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources to refine guidelines and perform ongoing research on bark beetles in the state. Some species have long
existed here, he says, but they are less aggressive than the
species found out west.
*This article re-printed from www.sciencedaily.com

